Capture Paper-based Data with a Touch

With ABBYY TouchTo Technology and the Fujitsu fi-6010N scanner, your most powerful data capture tool is the human touch. Change the way your company manages information by turning anything on a business document into digital data—with a simple tap!

Combined Technologies for Optimal Productivity

Using ABBYY TouchTo together with the Fujitsu fi-6010N scanner, you can create electronic data as quickly as you can touch a screen. You can easily perform the following functions right from your scanner:

- Perform OCR on documents
- Populate databases
- Route documents to your business applications
- Send and share critical business information
- Significantly reduce manual keying for faster processing
- Capture barcode information with your fingertip
- Integrate with SharePoint®, DocuWare® and more
- Intuitive user interface allows fast and easy set up
- Easily change scan settings at the scanner panel

Easy and Powerful

Intuitive LCD color touch screen makes it easy for anyone to accurately process and route classified and indexed documents to multiple locations.

Do More with Less

Spend half the time processing paper-based documents with all-in-one, touch-screen technology. You’ll be able to “tap” elements within invoices, contracts, bills of lading—any documents—and automatically populate fields within your back-end systems. Once they’ve been scanned, there’s no additional key entry at a workstation for indexing or classifying documents.

Key Benefits

- Scan, process and archive documents into repositories with a tap
- Do it all at the scanner, eliminating the need for additional desktop scanning
- Significantly reduce manual keying for faster processing
- Capture barcode information with your fingertip
- Integrates with SharePoint®, DocuWare® and more
- Intuitive user interface allows fast and easy set up
- Easily change scan settings at the scanner panel

Features

- Data extraction using ABBYY’s OCR technologies—the R&D leaders in capture and conversion
- Metadata extraction for archiving and AP systems
- Image clean-up, zoom and auto-rotate
- 1D and 2D barcode recognition
- XML integration with any back-end application
- Format conversion XML, TIFF and PDF (Microsoft® Word, Excel®, PowerPoint®, and Windows® Office 2007 coming soon)

TouchTo...SharePoint...DocuWare—anywhere!

Touch screen capture, classification and indexing with ABBYY TouchTo Technology and Fujitsu fi-6010N scanners
Designed for Small to Medium Businesses

ABYY TouchTo Technology with the Fujitsu fi-6010N scanner is the perfect combination for small to medium-sized businesses looking to increase productivity with streamlined processes.

- Immediate ROI for remote and mobile office scanning
- Complete, more efficient touch-based document processing
- Cut costs and reduce document process time
- Get robust data capture technology at an affordable price
- Feed invoices into your Accounts Payable system faster
- Reduce keying errors with OCR technology with unmatched accuracy
- One-step convenience: remove multiple stages of paper document processing

Easy Touch Technology for Front Office

Paper-based information need never be retyped again! From paper to processing, it can all be done at the scanner—with just a touch of your finger.

- View Document Libraries and folders on the scanner (connectors for SharePoint and DocuWare are available)
- Navigate documents and preview images quickly
- Send scanned elements straight to index fields
- Send documents to their stored destination
- Access classification fields
- Access Document Management Systems

Document Routing Options

ABYY TouchTo Technology allows for multiple options of document routing, including the following:

- Network or FTP folders
- ODBC-compliant databases
- DMS, including DocuWare and Microsoft SharePoint
- XML integration with most back-end systems

With ABBYY TouchTo Technology, any element within single or multiple-page documents can be instantly inserted into metadata fields within back-end systems.